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Ail the -b-leachg
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Tva members of the Golden
Bears hoey squad viii be quitting in
January to accept an "attractive" aller
ini Bermuda.

Ron Parent and Garnet "ASe"
Brimaconnbe annanced their inten-
tions ta a shocked coach Ciare Drake
yesterday.

Parent and Brimacambe have
accepted lucrative contracts from
Triangle Petroieum af Bermuda. The

areetallows them ta play hockey
an usecareers in business.

Parent, an accounting major, says
he's laoking forward ta the change:
*First I get picked ta go ta
Czechoslovakia, then this cornes
alongl"

Brimcabe, the Bears captain,
is looking forward ta the sunny (and
tax-free) dimate of Bermuda:
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DEPARTING FEB 19
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wfth Open Bar

- 7 NIObt Accommodation
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SPORT TOUR S
432-0454

8625-112 St.
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